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Abstract: We use the SYM-H index to indicate the ring current index. We find that there were two
periods during which the SYM-H index decreased quickly during the main phase of the geomagnetic
storm on 21–22 October 1999. The first period from 11:44 p.m. UT on 21 October 1999 to 1:35 a.m.
UT on 22 October 1999 is defined as step 1. Another period from 3:36 a.m. UT to 5:49 a.m. UT
on 22 October 1999 is defined as step 3. The durations of step 1 and step 3 are defined as ∆t1 and
∆t3, respectively. The variation of the pressure-corrected SYM-H index during step 1 and step 3
are defined as ∆SYMH∗ob1 and ∆SYMH∗ob3, respectively. The interplanetary (IP) sources responsible
for ∆SYMH∗ob1 and ∆SYMH∗ob3 are determined as the solar wind during period 1 and period 3,
respectively. We find that the largest southward component of the interplanetary magnetic field
(Bsmax) during period 3 was larger than that during period 1, and the largest solar wind dawn-to-dusk
electric field (Eymax) during period 3 was also larger than that during period 1. We also find that the
time integral of Ey during period 3 was much larger than that during period 1. However, we find that
|∆SYMH∗ob1| was larger than |∆SYMH∗ob3|, and |∆SYMH∗ob1/∆t1| was larger than |∆SYMH∗ob3/∆t3|,
indicating that the geomagnetic activity intensity during a period does not depend on Bsmax or Eymax,
nor does it depend on the time integral of Ey. What is the reason for this? We find that the solar
wind dynamic pressure during period 1 was larger than that during period 3, indicating that the
geomagnetic storm intensity during a period not only depends on the solar wind speed and Bs, but it
also depends on the solar wind dynamic pressure. The magnetosphere took 4 min to respond to the
IP shock. When the z-component of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) turned from northward
to southward, the response time of the SYM-H index to the southward component of the IMF was
21 min.

Keywords: geomagnetic storm; solar wind; interplanetary drivers

1. Introduction

A geomagnetic storm is a kind of important space weather phenomenon. The various
effects of geomagnetic storms have been reviewed by Ganushkina et al. [1]. The basic
condition for the occurrence of a geomagnetic storm is that the interplanetary magnetic
field (IMF) has a southward component (Hereafter Bs) [2,3]. Generally, the stronger the
storm, the bigger threat to the social economy [4]. Therefore, studying the relationship
between the magnetic storm intensity and solar wind parameters is very important. Many
researchers hold the concept that the intensity of a geomagnetic storm depends on the
peak value of some kind of solar wind parameter. Therefore, they usually calculate the
correlation coefficients (CCs) between the intensities of geomagnetic storms and the peak
values of various solar wind parameters [5–22]. Because only the peak value of Bs (hereafter
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Bsmax), or the peak value of the solar wind’s dawn-to-dusk electric field (hereafter the largest
solar wind electric field Eymax) has good correlation with the intensity of the corresponding
storm, many researchers insist that the intensity of a geomagnetic storm mainly depends
on Bsmax or Eymax, with the solar wind density or dynamic pressure making a minor or
even no contribution. Some researchers believe that these kinds of CCs are reasonable and
propose some empirical formulae relating the intensity of a geomagnetic storm only to
Bsmax [23–25].

The injection term of the ring current in the empirical equation created by Bur-
ton et al. [26] or the empirical equation created by O’Brien and McPherron [27] is a linear
function of Ey. Hence, some researchers hold the concept that the intensity of a geomagnetic
storm is closely associated with the time integral of Ey during the main phase of a geomag-
netic storm (hereafter I(Ey)). For example, Echer et al. [7] calculated the CC between the
time integral of Ey during the main phase of a geomagnetic storm and the intensity of a
super geomagnetic storm (Dst ≤ −250 nT), and Lee et al. [28] calculated the CC between
I(Ey) and the intensities of the geomagnetic storms caused by different substructures of
ICMEs. Statistical studies [29–31] have proven that the solar wind dynamic pressure is an
important parameter for the intensity of the corresponding geomagnetic storm, along with
the solar wind speed and the southward component of the IMF, and the statistical results
revealed that the CC between the peak value of a given solar wind parameter and the
intensity of an associated major geomagnetic storm has no physical meaning, in addition to
the empirical formula created by Wang, Chao and Lin [32] being better than the one created
by Burton et al. [26] and the one created by O’Brien and McPherron [27], namely in that the
latter two formulas are incomplete.

Case studies [33–35] also support the conclusion that the solar wind dynamic pressure
is an important parameter for the intensity of the corresponding geomagnetic storm, along
with the solar wind speed and southward component of the IMF. However, no appropriate
example has been found that can explain the following two questions: why the CC between
the peak value of a given solar wind parameter and the intensity of an associated major
geomagnetic storm has no physical meaning and why the CC between I(Ey) and the
intensity of the corresponding geomagnetic storm is incomplete.

The Dst index of the largest storm caused by a high-speed stream from a coronal hole is
about −180 nT [36]. Hence, great geomagnetic storms (GGSs) (Dst ≤ −200 nT) can only be
caused by coronal mass ejections (CMEs). Most GGSs occur around the solar maximum [37],
among which one GGS occurred on 21–22 October 1999. The flux of E > 2 MeV electrons
reached a very high level after the recovery phase of the storm [33,38]. The interplanetary
(IP) source responsible for the main phase of the storm was the interaction between CIR
and ICME [39]. Dal Lago et al. [40] made a detailed study on the IP source of the storm.
The Bs observed by ACE increased abruptly at 2:30 a.m. UT on 22 October 1999 from
about −9 nT to about −26 nT within several minutes and then lasted for more than 3 h,
resulting in the magnetic cloud being compressed by the high-speed stream from a coronal
hole [39,40]. For convenience in describing this, the ICME with a Bs lower than −26 nT is
deemed the rear part of the ICME, while the rest of the ICME with a Bs lower than 0 but
larger than −26 nT is deemed the former part of the ICME. The peak values of |Bs| and
Ey in the rear part of the ICME are much larger than those in the former part of the ICME.
Dal Lago et al. [40] used the Dst index to describe the geomagnetic storm intensity and
concluded that the GGS on 21–22 October 1999 was mainly caused by the rear part of the
ICME, showing his support for the concept that the intensity of a geomagnetic storm is
determined by Bsmax or Eymax. Note that the time resolution of the Dst index is 1 h, which
cannot describe the rapid variation in the ring current of a storm caused by the interaction
between solar wind and the magnetosphere. The SYM-H index with a time resolution of
1 min can be treated as high time resolution of the Dst index [41], and hence it can be used
to describe the rapid variation in the ring current of a geomagnetic storm caused by the
interaction between solar wind and the magnetosphere. Therefore, it will be used in this
study to analyze the properties of the storm’s main phase.
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Is the conclusion in the article by Dal Lago et al. [40] correct? To answer the question,
we will use the SYM-H index to study the properties of the storm’s main phase. The
properties of the solar wind parameters responsible for the main phase of the storm will
also be studied. This case study will tell us why the CC between the storm intensities and
the peak values of various solar wind parameters have no physical meaning. This case
study will also answer the question of why the CC between I(Ey) and the geomagnetic
storm intensity is incomplete. These are the motivations of this study. The organization
of the rest of the article is as follows. Section 2 shows the data analysis. The final section
includes the discussion and summary.

2. Data Analysis
2.1. Data Source

A solar wind with a time resolution of 1 min was obtained from the OMNI at the
website https://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/form/omni_min.html (accessed on 27 April 2022).
The geomagnetic index used in this study was the SYM-H index, which was obtained from
the website at http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/ (accessed on 27 April 2022).

2.2. Why Should We Use the SYM-H Index?

The first question that should be answered is why we should use the SYM-H index
rather than the Dst index to study the properties of the main phase of a storm. To answer
this question, a comparison between the SYM-H index and the Dst index, along with the
corresponding solar wind parameters, is made and shown in Figure 1. An IP shock reached
the magnetosphere at 2:21 a.m. UT on 21 October 1999, indicated by the first vertical
dashed line. The SYM-H index increased suddenly at 2:25 a.m. UT on 21 October 1999,
indicated by the first vertical red solid line, suggesting that the magnetosphere took 4 min
to respond to the IP shock. However, we could not find any sudden increase in the Dst
index. The Dst index began to decrease continuously from 11:00 p.m. UT on 21 October
1999, which is indicated by the vertical green solid line shown in Figure 1. The Dst index
reached its lowest value of −237 nT at 6:00 a.m. UT on 22 October 1999. It is evident that
the start and end time of the storm’s main phase, determined by the Dst index, were 11:00
p.m. UT on 21 October 1999 and 6:00 a.m. UT on 22 October 1999, respectively. It is noted
that the z-component of the IMF was still northward at 11:00 p.m. UT on 21 October 1999.
The z-component of the IMF turned southward at 11:23 p.m. UT on 21 October 1999, as
indicated by the second vertical dashed line shown in Figure 1. Hence, it is impossible that
the start time of the main phase of the storm was earlier than 11:23 p.m. UT on 21 October
1999, namely due to the start time determined by the Dst index not being reasonable. The
start time of the storm’s main phase described by the SYM-H index had to be later than
11:23 p.m. UT on 21 October 1999 because the SYM-H index should take some time to
respond to the southward component of the IMF [42]. The SYM-H index began to decrease
from 11:44 p.m. UT on 22 October 1999, indicating that the start time of the main phase
of the storm determined by the SYM-H index was 11:44 p.m. UT. It is evident that the
SYM-H index took 21 min to respond to the southward component of the IMF. Anyway, the
variation of the SYM-H index over time fit the temporal of the solar wind parameters better
than the Dst index, although there were some differences between the SYM-H index and
the Dst index [43]. We can see from Figure 1 that rapid variation of the ring current of the
storm could not be seen from the variation of the Dst index over time. On the contrary, the
variation of the SYM-H index over time could provide information on the rapid variation of
the ring current of the storm. This is the reason why we used the SYM-H index to analyze
the properties of the geomagnetic storm’s main phase in this study.

https://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/form/omni_min.html
http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/
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Figure 1. The comparison between the Dst index and the SYM-H index as well as the corresponding
solar wind parameters during the period from 12:00 a.m. UT on 21 October 1999 to 1:00 p.m. UT on
22 October 1999. From top to bottom are solar wind speed, the total strength of the IMF (Bt), indicated
by blue solid line, the z-component of the IMF, indicated by the red solid line (Bz), the solar wind
electric field (Ey), solar wind dynamic pressure (Pd), Dst index and SYM-H index. The first vertical
dashed line indicates the moment that the IP shock reached the magnetosphere. The first vertical
red solid line indicates the moment when the SYM-H index increased suddenly. The second vertical
dashed line indicates the moment when the z-component of the IMF began to be directed southward.
The vertical green solid line indicates the moment when the Dst index began to decrease. The vertical
red solid line indicates the moment when the SYM-H index began to decrease. The two horizontal
dot-dashed lines in the second panel denote 0 and −10 nT. The dot-dashed line in the third panel
indicates 5 mV/m. The dot-dashed line in the fourth panel indicates 3 nPa.

2.3. Properties of the Storm’s Main Phase

According to the variation in the SYM-H index during the storm’s main phase, we can
easily find that the SYM-H index did not decrease in a sustained manner during the storm’s
main phase, as shown in Figure 2. It is obvious that there were two periods during which
the SYMH index decreased quickly. As shown in Figure 2, the SYM-H index decreased
quickly during step 1 and step 3. The SYM-H index began to decrease continuously from
the moment of 11:44 p.m. UT on 21 October 1999, which corresponds to the moment of
11:23 p.m. UT on 21 October 1999 when the z-component of the IMF turned southward. The
time interval between 11:23 p.m. UT and 11:44 p.m. UT on 21 October 1999 is 21 min. The
end time of step 1 was 1:35 a.m. UT on 22 October 1999, which corresponded to the solar
wind time at 1:14 a.m. UT on 22 October 1999. Hence, the IP source responsible for step 1
was the solar wind during period 1 from 11:21 p.m. UT on 21 October 1999 to 1:14 a.m. UT
on 22 October 1999. The start time of step 3 was 3:46 a.m. UT on 22 October 1999, when the
SYM-H index began to decrease continuously again. The corresponding time of the solar
wind should have been 3:36 a.m. UT on 22 October 1999 because the solar wind dynamic
pressure started to be larger than 3 nPa. The time interval between the SYM-H index of
step 3 and the solar wind of period 3 was 10 min. The end time of step 3 was 5:59 a.m. UT
on 22 October 1999, and the corresponding time of the solar wind was determined to be
5:49 a.m. UT on 22 October 1999. The IP sources responsible for the variation in the SYM-H
index during step 1 and step 3 were determined to be the solar wind during period 1 and
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period 3,respectively, as shown in Figure 2. To study the properties of the main phase of the
storm during step 1 and step 3, the properties of the variation in the SYM-H index during
the two steps will be calculated. The formula in Equation (7) in the article by Zhao et al.
[31], which is listed below, will be used to calculate the real variation of the ring current
during a period with the start time at ts and the end time at te:

∆SYMH∗ob = SYMHob(te)− SYMHob(ts) + 7.26
√

Pd|ts − 7.26
√

Pd|te (1)

where SYMHob is the observed SYM-H index, Pd is the solar wind dynamic pressure,√
Pd|ts and

√
Pd|te are the

√
Pd at the times ts and te, respectively, abd SYMH∗ob is the

pressure-corrected SYM-H index.

Figure 2. Solar wind parameters and SYM-H index from 10:00 p.m. UT on 21 October 1999 to 9:00
a.m. UT on 22 October 1999. Period 1 started at 11:23 p.m. UT on 21 October and ended at 1:14
a.m. UT on 22 October. Step 1 started at 11:44 p.m. UT on 21 October and ended at 1:35 a.m. UT on
22 October. Period 3 started at 3:33 a.m. UT and ended at 5:46 a.m. UT on 22 October. Step 3 started
at 3:46 a.m. UT and ended at 5:49 a.m. UT on 22 October.

We set ∆t = te − ts, and then the averaged variation rate of the ring current during a
period was calculated as shown below:

∆SYMH∗ob/∆t (2)

According to Equations (1) and (2), the derived ∆SYMH∗ob and ∆SYMH∗ob/∆t during
step 1 and step 3 are listed in Table 1. As shown in Table 1, |∆SYMH∗ob1| was larger than
|∆SYMH∗ob3|, and |∆SYMH∗ob1/∆t1| was larger than |∆SYMH∗ob3/∆t3|.

Table 1. ∆SYMH∗ob and ∆SYMH∗ob/∆t during step 1 and step 3.

Step 1 Step 3
(11:44 p.m. 21 October ∼ 1:35 a.m. 22 October) (3:46 a.m. ∼ 5:59 a.m. 22 October)

∆SY MH∗
ob1 ∆t1 ∆SY MH∗

ob1/∆t1 ∆SY MH∗
ob3 ∆t3 ∆SY MH∗

ob3/∆t3
(nT) (min) (nT/min) (nT) (min) (nT/min)

−136.23 111 −1.23 −124.88 133 −0.94
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2.4. Properties of the Solar Wind Parameters during Period 1 and Period 3

The time integrals of Bs during period 1 and period 3 were calculated as shown below:

I(Bs) =
∫ t2

t1

Bsdt (3)

where Bs is the southward component of the IMF and t1 and t2 are the start and end times
of the selected period, respectively. The averaged Bs was calculated as shown below:

Bs = I(Bs)/∆t (4)

The time integrals of Ey during period 1 and period 3 were calculated as shown below:

I(Ey) =
∫ t2

t1

Eydt (5)

where Ey is the solar wind electric field and t1 and t2 are the start and end time of the
selected period, respectively. The averaged Ey was calculated as shown below:

Ey = I(Ey)/∆t (6)

The derived I(Bs) and Bs during period 1 and period 3, respectively, are listed in
Table 2, while the derived I(Ey) and Ey are listed in Table 3. We can see from Table 2 that
|I(Bs1)| was smaller than |I(Bs3)|, and |Bs1| was smaller than |Bs3|. In addition, |Bs1max|
was smaller than |Bs3max|. As shown in Table 3, I(Ey1) was smaller than I(Ey3), and Ey1

was smaller than Ey3. In addition, Ey1max was smaller than Ey3max.

Table 2. The derived I(Bs), Bs and Bsmax during period 1 and period 3.

Period 1 Period 3
(11:23 p.m. 21 October ∼ 1:14 a.m. 22 October) (3:36 a.m. ∼ 5:49 a.m. 22 October)

I(Bs1) ∆t1 Bs1 Bs1max I(Bs3) ∆t3 Bs3 Bs3max
(nT·min) (min) (nT) (nT) (nT·min) (min) (nT) (nT)

−1962.67 111 −17.52 −21.93 −3898.09 133 −29.09 −31.45

Table 3. The derived I(Ey), Ey and Eymax during period 1 and period 3.

Period 1 Period 3
(11:23 p.m. 21 October ∼ 1:14 a.m. 22 October) (3:36 a.m. ∼ 5:49 a.m. 22 October)

I(Ey1) ∆t1 Ey1 Ey1max I(Ey3) ∆t3 Ey3 Ey3max
(mV/m·min) (min) (mV/m) (mV/m) (mV/m·min) (min) (mV/m) (mV/m)

934.37 111 8.34 10.55 2059.54 133 15.37 16.71

The time integrals of Pd during period 1 and period 3 were calculated as shown below:

I(Pd) =
∫ t2

t1

Pddt (7)

where Pd is the solar wind dynamic pressure and t1 and t2 are the start and end time of the
selected period, respectively. The averaged Pd was calculated as shown below:

Pd = I(Pd)/∆t (8)

The results of the calculation on the solar wind dynamic pressure are listed in Table 4.
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Table 4. The derived I(Pd), Pd and Pdmax during period 1 and period 3.

Period 1 Period 3
(11:23 p.m. 21 October ∼ 1:14 a.m. 22 October) (3:36 a.m. ∼ 5:49 a.m. 22 October)

I(Pd1) ∆t1 Pd1 Pd1max I(Pd3) ∆t3 Pd3 Pd3max
(nPa·min) (min) (nPa) (nPa) (nPa·min) (min) (nPa) (nPa)

564.26 111 5.04 7.07 457.87 133 3.42 5.52

3. Discussion

The magnetosphere took 4 min to respond to the IP shock in our study, which is
basically consistent with the result that the propagation time of the disturbance produced
by an IP shock from the Earth’s bow shock to the ground, such as SSC, which was 5 min
as obtained in the article by Villante et al. [44]. If the z-component of the IMF turned
from south to north, the magnetosphere took 28–44 min to respond to the corresponding
disturbance caused by the solar wind, but the response time of the magnetosphere to the
disturbance caused by the solar wind was 17–25 min for the events with the z-component of
the IMF turning from north to south [45]. The z-component of the IMF in the present study
was in a northward direction and then turned southward at 11:23 p.m. UT on 21 October
1999, as indicated by the first vertical dashed line shown in Figure 2. The time interval
between the moment when the z-component of the IMF turned from north to south and the
moment when the SYM-H index began to decrease continuously was 21 min, indicating
that the response time of the SYM-H index to the southward component of the IMF was
21 min, which was consistent with the result that the lag time varied from 17 to 25 min for
5 cases with northward-to-southward turnings in the article by Hairston and Heelis [45].
The response of the magnetosphere to the disturbance caused by the solar wind is very
complicated (e.g., [42,46–50] and the references therein). Many more studies should be
conducted to understand the time lag between the disturbance caused by the solar wind
and the magnetosphere better.

If the geomagnetic activity intensity is determined by the peak value of Bs or Ey, then
the geomagnetic activity intensity caused by the solar wind during period 3 should be much
stronger than that caused by the solar wind during period 1 because |Bs3max|was larger than
|Bs1max|, Ey3max was much larger than Ey1max, and ∆t3 was longer than ∆t1, which can be
seen from Tables 2 and 3. However, ∆SYMH∗ob1 was larger than ∆SYMH∗ob3, indicating that
the peak values of Bs or Ey were not the determining factors for the geomagnetic activity
intensity. If the geomagnetic activity intensity depends on the time integral of the solar wind
electric field, then the geomagnetic activity intensity caused by the solar wind during period
3 should be much stronger than that caused by the solar wind during period 1, because
I(Ey3) was much larger than I(Ey1). However, ∆SYMH∗ob1 was larger than ∆SYMH∗ob3,
indicating that the geomagnetic activity intensity was not determined by the time integral of
the solar wind electric field either. What is the reason for this? We found that the solar wind
dynamic pressure during period 1 was larger than that during period 3, as shown in Table 4.
This is strong evidence that the solar wind dynamic pressure is an important factor for the
geomagnetic activity intensity along with the solar wind speed and Bs. In this context, the
empirical formulae that the intensity of a geomagnetic storm completely depends on the
peak value of Bs, created by Gopalswamy et al. [23,24], or the empirical formula created
by Shen et al. [25] have no physical meaning, because these formulae cannot reflect the
sustained interaction between the solar wind and magnetosphere, and the contribution
given by the solar wind dynamic pressure is neglected. As a matter of fact, some researchers
have realized that the solar wind dynamic pressure may be important for the geomagnetic
storm intensity. For example, Yermolaev et al. [51–53] suggested that sheath compression
regions usually have a higher speed and higher dynamic pressure and therefore have a
higher geomagnetic efficiency than magnetic clouds, implying that the solar wind dynamic
pressure is an important parameter for the intensity of a geomagnetic storm.
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We may need to adjust the start time and end time for the solar wind during period
1 and period 3 a little so that the IP source responsible for the variations in the SYM-H
index during step 1 and step 3 are completely accurate. However, |∆SYMH∗ob1|/∆t1 was
larger than |∆SYMH∗ob3/∆t3|, ensuring that the solar wind responsible for ∆SYMH∗ob1 had
a higher geomagnetic efficiency than that responsible for ∆SYMH∗ob3.

The variation in the SYM-H index during step 2, shown in Figure 2, was very small,
indicating that the injection term was almost equal to the decay term of the ring current.
Therefore, we did not study the properties of the solar wind parameters during period 2,
which was responsible for the variation in the SYM-H index during step 2.

It should be noted that the main phase of the geomagnetic storm and the corresponding
solar wind parameters for if we used the Dst index are shown in Figure 3. The main phase
of the storm was constituted by step 1 and step 2. We used ∆Dst1 and ∆Dst2 to indicate
the variation in the Dst index during step 1 and step 2, respectively, and we used ∆t1
and ∆t2 to indicate the duration of step 1 and step 2, respectively. The first, second
and third vertical red solid lines stand for the moments of 11:00 p.m. UT on 21 October
1999, 3:00 a.m. UT on 22 October 1999 and 6:00 a.m. UT on 22 October 1999, respectively.
Hence, ∆t1 was equal to 4 h , while ∆t2 was equal to 3 h. According to the Dst index, the
value was 20 nT at 11:00 p.m. UT on 21 October 1999, while the value was −109 nT at
3:00 a.m. UT on 22 October 1999. Hence, the ∆Dst1 was −129 nT. Similarly, ∆Dst2 was
−128 nT. However, |∆Dst2/∆t2| > |∆Dst1/∆t1|, namely because the Dst index decreased
more rapidly during step 2 than during step 1. The Z-component of the IMF changed
from −8.72 nT at 3:03 a.m. UT to −26.61 nT at 3:07 a.m. UT. Hence, the hourly averaged
z-component of the IMF responsible for the variation in the Dst index during step 2 was
much larger than that responsible for the variation in the Dst index during step 1. Because
the z-component of the IMF during step 2 was much larger than that during step 1, this
may be the reason why Dal Lago et al. [40] concluded that the larger value for Bs led to
the Dst index decreasing more rapidly during step 2 and that a larger Bs value had higher
geomagnetic efficiency. This tells us that if we use the Dst index in this case study, we
cannot find the truth in how the solar wind dynamic pressure plays an important role in
the geomagnetic activity’s intensity.

Figure 3. Solar wind parameters and Dst index from 3:00 p.m. UT on 21 October 1999 to 1:00 p.m. UT
on 22 October 1999. The first vertical dashed and red solid lines stand for the moment of 11:00 p.m. UT
on 21 October 1999. The second vertical dashed and red solid lines represent the moment of
3:00 a.m. UT on 22 October 1999. The third vertical dashed and red solid lines signify the mo-
ment of 6:00 a.m. UT on 22 October 1999.
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4. Summary and Conclusions

We studied the properties of the main phase of the geomagnetic storm that occurred on
21–22 October 1999 and then compared them with the corresponding solar wind parameters.
The results are summarized below:

(1) The main phase of the geomagnetic storm that occurred on 1999 October 21–22
was split into three steps. The SYM-H index decreased quickly during step 1 and step
3, while the variation in the SYM-H index during step 2 was very small. The IP source
responsible for the SYM-H index during step 1 and step 3 was the solar wind during
period 1 and period 3, respectively. We found that |Bs3max| was larger than |Bs1max|, Ey3max
was larger than Ey1max, and ∆t3 was longer than ∆t1. However, ∆SYMH∗ob1 was larger
than ∆SYMH∗ob3, indicating that the CC between the intensity of a geomagnetic storm
and the largest southward component of the IMF or the CC between the intensity of a
geomagnetic storm and the largest solar wind electric field had no physical meaning. I(Ey1)
was smaller than I(Ey3). However, ∆SYMH∗ob1 was larger than ∆SYMH∗ob3, indicating that
the CC between the intensity of a geomagnetic storm and the time integral of the solar
wind electric field during the main phase of the storm was incomplete. The reason that
∆SYMH∗ob1 was larger than ∆SYMH∗ob3 is that the solar wind dynamic pressure during
period 1 was larger than that during period 3. This is evidence that the solar wind dynamic
pressure is an important parameter for determining the intensity of a geomagnetic storm,
along with the solar wind speed and the southward component of the IMF.

(2) The magnetosphere took 4 min to respond to the IP shock. The time lag between
the moment when the z-component of the IMF turned from north to south and the moment
when the SYM-H index began to decrease continuously was 21 min.
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